The appearance of our students both at the College and while travelling to and from the College creates an impression within the local community. In order to present the best possible image of the College and students to the community, it is most important that they are attired in the correct uniform at all times. The correct wearing of the appropriate uniform is a stated and agreed condition of enrolment at the College.

THE FORMAL COLLEGE UNIFORM REQUIREMENTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:

**BOYS**
- White embroidered school shirt
- Long standard grey uniform trousers with black leather belt
- Traditional black leather lace-up school shoes (not boots or soft leather jogger style) worn with grey socks
- College blazer and College backpack

**GIRLS**
- White embroidered uniform blouse
- College skirt
- Traditional black leather lace-up school shoes (not boots or soft leather jogger style)
- College blazer and College backpack

The above requirements are also the minimum standards that students must meet whenever representing the College at any school function or excursion.

**SEASONAL VARIATIONS**
- The College blazer is optional (for terms 1 and 4 only)
- Girls are to wear the College sock in terms 1 and 4 & black tights in terms 2 and 3.
- Boys are to wear the College tie in terms 2 and 3.
- College cap and scarf (optional).
- SLR Students: College sports polo shirt and College sports shorts (terms 1, 2, 3 & 4).

**SPECIAL NOTES**
- In terms 2 and 3 the blazer must be worn while travelling to and from the College
- The College jumper may be added to the requirements stated above
- Girls skirts are designed and required to be worn at knee length
- Spray jackets and other jumpers are NOT part of the College uniform at any time
- Boys shirts are to be tucked in at all times
- Students are to be cleanly shaven at all times
- Light make-up can be worn with the College uniform
- The following items of jewellery may be worn with the College uniform. Students with pierced ears may wear one (1) pair of plain gold/silver sleepers/studs (1 in each ear lobe, extenders are not permitted), one ring, one simple metal bracelet or necklace. No other facial piercing is permitted.
- Hair must be kept in a neat and tidy fashion at all times - hair is to be natural in colour. Untidy or extreme hairstyles, including rats tails, braided hair, uneven length or cuts below number 3, will not be tolerated. Hair needs to be in such a condition that it does not invite comment. Elastic or ribbon of colour navy, white or black may only be used to tie back girls hair.

Students out of uniform on any day are expected to have an explanatory note from their parents/guardian and report to their Year Coordinator to receive a uniform pass before beginning lessons. Repeat offenders may be sent home to change into the correct attire.

**PURCHASE**
- The correct items of College uniform are available from the Lowes store at Cronulla
- When purchasing please ensure you have correctly fitting items. Students who present at school in baggy trousers, overly tight or short jumpers or shirts which are too small to button up to the neck, will not be allowed to wear those items. Extra expense is avoided by purchasing the correct size in the first instance.

**N.B.** The Principal reserves the right to alter and interpret the above provisions.